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Identity: a distinctive characteristic of an individual or a particular group of 
individuals. 

National identity: is a person's identity or sense of belonging to one state or 
to one nation. It is the sense of "a nation as a cohesive 
whole, as represented by distinctive traditions, culture, and 
language."

● The importance of National Identity can be 
better analyzed by the fact that it is the base 
of all the policies, i.e. domesticand foreign 
policy and hence the social, economic 
cultural and ethical development of any 
country partly depends upon its national 
identity.



● Pakistan’s identity may be divided into three phases, i.e. pre-partition, post 
partition and present day. Pre-partition era dates from the Muhammad Bin 
Qasim’s invasion and conquest of Sind. Muslim identity bore, grew and 
passed through different stages during this era. The second phase of 
Pakistan’s identity started with the establishment of Pakistan and the third 
phase is present day scenario. This ‘identity’ faced variety of crisis in each 
phase.



The term ‘identity crisis’ is used to denote a particular situation where by an 
individual, group of individuals or a nation faces conflicts regarding its identity.

These conflicts occur when one’s ideological basis and prevailing circumstances 
contradict in such a way that the prevailing circumstances dominate the 
ideological basis. 

With reference to Pakistan the history of ‘identity crisis’ have its roots in the late 
Mughal dynasty. The comfort-loving attitude of the rulers, bloodsheds for the 
throne, abandoned faith, mismanagement of domestic economic and political 
matters, absence of updated foreign developments and other moral, ethical and 
social weaknesses were the major forces which contributed in the identity crisis of 
the Muslims of South Asia.



● After a half century of submissive life they began to find the ‘lost identity’ 
and they succeeded. The two nation theory brought back the essence of 
Muslim identity, with the help of vigorous leadership of Sir Syed Ahmed 
khan philosophical guidance of Iqbal, vivid spirit of Quaid and untired 
efforts of Muslim leaders, women and students. At the end they found their 
lost identity in the form of Pakistan. This identity was regained after almost 
two centuries of ignominious identity crisis.

● The second case of identity crisis in the chronology is the crisis of East and 
West Pakistan. Urdu was declared as the national language of Pakistan 
while Urdu was the influencing language only in West Pakistan. This 
language controversy and some other strategies which lead to the deprived 
feelings among the natives of East Pakistan and the ultimate consequence 
was an identity crisis in the form of separation of East Pakistan in 1971.



● In present day Pakistan, the situation is more hazardous than that of one 
discussed in the previous phase. Today’s identity crisis is ‘giant’ in nature 
aiming to nip our ideology form the bud. Now with changing global 
environment and with the changing role of Pakistan at international level, 
the nature of identity crisis has become more complex. The present day 
crisis may be classified as political, social religious and economic identity 
crisis.
The social and religious crisis work in collaboration. On the religious part, 
the extremist group has developed misconceptions about the religion. On 
the other hand the society is facing the ‘cultural war’ through different 
media. 



Pre-Partition Identity Crisis (Indian Muslims)

-One of the major problems which the modernizing societies of Asia face today 
is Identity Crisis. If the achievement of political independence by these societies 
could be regarded as the commencement of the process of political 
development, then the numerous problems like those of Regionalism, Linguism, 
or the varied configurations of group conflict could be regarded as the resultant 
phenomena of political development itself.

-The crisis of Identity, however, acquires a greater significance in the sense that 
unless the identity crisis is resolved in a manner that is  acceptable to the 
members of different groups, the crises could not be resolved in a satisfactory 
way, whatever be the nature of the respective solution. 



- Muslim identity in the Indian subcontinent can be analyzed on the basis of 
social, religious, and political consciousness. Socially, the Muslim 
communities of India have never been united as a single cohesive entity. Their 
religious identity was transformed from a passive state to an active one 
according to the changing priorities of the ruling classes. They invoked 
religious sentiments when they fought against Hindu rulers and suppressed 
them when the shariah hindered their absolute rule. 

- The concept of a Muslim political identity was a product of British rule when 
the electoral process, the so-called democratic institutions and traditions were 
introduced. British rule that created a minority complex amongst Indian 
Muslims and thereby a consciousness of Muslim political identity. After 
passing through a series of upheavals, the Muslim community shed its 
minority complex and declared itself a nation, asserting its separateness.



-Three elements were amalgamated in the making of Muslim communities in India, namely conquerors who 
came from the north-west, immigrants, and local converts. The conquerors and their entourage had a sense 
of higher rank and superiority as it was they who wielded political power. Arab, Persian, Turkish, Central 
Asian, and Pathan immigrants, who came to India to make careers for themselves, were treated as if they 
shared a common ethnic background, and were integrated with the conqueror class as the ruling elite. Local 
converts, on the other hand, were treated as being lower down the social ladder and never accorded an equal 
place in the ethnically divided Muslim society. Thus, ethnic identity was more powerful in dividing Muslim 
society than the religious factor was in unifying it.

-There are multiple examples such as the one from chachnama ( basic source of history of Sindh) that 
Muslim conquerors of Sindh and early conquerors of Northern India were known by their ethnic identity as 
“Turks” and after the foundation of their kingdom they maintained their exclusive ethnic domination and 
did not share their power and privilage with other muslim groups.

-Similarly, locally converted muslims were excluded from higher positions and were despised by their 
foriegn (muslims) brothers. Ziauddin Barani (fourteenth century) cited some examples in the Tarikh-i-
Firuzshahi, where the Sultan refused to appoint lower-caste Muslims to high posts, despite their intelligence, 
ability, and integrity.



-Barani propounded his racist theory by advising Muslim rulers to appoint only racially pure family 
members to high administrative jobs. He suggested that low caste Muslims should not be allowed to acquire 
higher education as that would make them arrogant. Thus the ruling dynasties kept available resources in 
the hands of their own communities and excluded others.

- The Mughals wrested power from a Muslim dynasty.  On their arrival, therefore, they posed a threat to 
other Muslim rulers as well as to Hindu rulers. The danger of Mughal hegemony united Muslim Afghans 
and Hindu Rajputs in a common cause.

-The social structure of the Mughal aristocracy changed further when the empire extended its territories 
and required more people to administer them.  As the emperor, Akbar realized that to rule the country 
exclusively with the help of Muslims of foreign origin posed a problem as there would not be enough 
administrators for the entire state. He realized that the administration had to be Indianized. Akbar’s policy 
was followed by his successors. Even Aurangzeb, in spite of his dislike of Hindus, had to keep them in his 
administration.



- During the entire Mughal period, politically there was no symbol that could unite the Muslims into a single 
cohesive community. In the absence of any common economic interest that might bind the different groups 
of Muslims, they failed to achieve homogeneity as a single community. Biradaris, castes, professions, and 
class interests kept them politically and culturally divided.

- The ulema made strenuous attempts to foster a religious consciousness and to build a Muslim identity on 
such consciousness, by dividing Indian society into believers and non-believers. They protested against 
‘Hindu rituals’ being practiced mainly by lower-class Muslims and warned them to reform and keep their 
religion ‘pure’.

- The ulema further argued that true Islam could be understood only through knowledge of Arabic or 
Persian. Therefore, to integrate with the ‘Muslim Community’ locally converted Muslims should abandon 
their vernacular culture and learn Arabic and Persian (the everday language of the ruling elite). By that 
definition, Muslims of foreign origin were taken to be better than those who had been locally converted. 
These latter were catgorized as ignorant, illiterate, and bad Muslims.

- Later, the decline of Mughal political power dealt a heavy blow to the ruling Mughal aristocracy. The 
dominance of the Persian language weakened. Urdu emerged as the new language of the Muslim elite.



- Under these circumstances, after Shah Alam II, the practice of reciting the name of the Ottoman caliph 
in the khutba began. This was meant to indicate that the Ottoman Caliph, and no longer the Mughal 
emperor, was the defender and protector of the Muslim community in India. 

- Sayed Ahmed’s Jihad and Haji Shariatullah's Faraizi movements were revivalists and strove to purify 
Islam of Hindu rituals and customs. Their ultimate goal was to establish an Islamic state in India and to 
unite Muslims into one community on the basis of religion.

- However, the hopes that they placed in religious revivalism as the path to political power came to an end 
when Sayyid Ahmed was defeated and his Jihad movement failed to mobilize Muslims to fight against 
British rule.

- In response, Indian Muslim scholars came forward to defend their religion. This led them to study 
Islamic history in order to rediscover what they believed to be a golden past.

- In reply to Western criticism, they formulated their arguments, substantiated by historical facts, that 
Europe owed its progress to the contributions of Muslim scientists and scholars.



- During the Balkan wars (AD 1911-1914), when the existence of the Turkish empire was threatened, the 
sentiments of the Indian Muslims were deeply affected.

- The Khilafat movement extended the consciousness of a greater Muslim identity amongst Indian 
Muslims. It also united the ulema and Western-educated Muslims. The Muslim League, in its session of 
1918, invited leading ulema to join the party.

- Support of the Khilafat Movement by the Indian Muslims was the emotional need of the growing Muslim 
middle class, which was in search of an identity. Rejecting the territorial concept of nationhood, they 
turned to the Muslim world in order to add weight to their demands. The failure of the Khilafat 
Movement weakened their relationship with the Muslim world and the logic of extra-territorial 
nationalism came to an end with the end of the Turkish caliphate.



- The claim of a separate national identity by the Indian Muslims brought them into conflict with the 
Hindus. The factors that contributed to distance the two communities were the uneven development of 
Western education among them, the Urdu-Hindi conflict, the partition of Bengal, the Muslim demand 
for separate electorates, their demand for quotas for government jobs, and political representation.

- In 1928, in response to the Shuddhi and Sangathan movements of Hindus, the Muslims formed 
Tabligh and Tanzim movements to protect Muslim peasants from reconversion to Hinduism. To 
‘purify’ the Muslim peasants, Muslim preachers visited far off villages and thus made them conscious 
of their religious identity.

- This intense religious consciousness was fully exploited by Muslim politicians when the question of 
distribution of government jobs and political representation arose. The Muslim elite, to get a better 
share in the name of the Muslim community, made full use of appeals to Muslim identity. Thus, the 
two-nation theory arose out of political necessity, and for the first time, it highlighted the differences 
between Muslim and Hindu culture, social life, and history, as well as religion.



- Muslim intellectuals provided the theoretical basis of the two-nation theory by reconstructing Indian 
history based on religion. Muslim conquerors who had long been forgotten were resurrected and 
presented as champions of the Muslims of India.

- There followed an abundance of published literature which was widely read by the Muslim educated 
classes during this period. The novels of Abdul Halim Sharar, the poems of Hali and Iqbal, and the 
writings of Muhammad Ali enthralled Indian Muslims and reinforced the consciousness of a distinct 
Muslim identity. This was essentially on an emotional basis rather than by rational arguments.

- The political developments of the 1930s promoted further the consciousness of Muslim identity. The 
propaganda of the Muslim League, the success of the Indian National Congress in the 1937 election, 
and the emergence of Jinnah as the sole spokesman of Indian Muslims, widened the political gulf 
between the two communities that led ultimately to the partition of the subcontinent.



Post Partition Identity Crisis:
The creation of Pakistan was based on the idea that the Muslim community was altogether a
separate nation than the Hindus of the subcontinent, and not just an ethnic minority. It was
believed that they had a distinct identity and culture. Though Muslims were different from
Hindus but within the Muslims there are many diverse ethnic groups. The Pakistanis trace back
their ethnicity from many different origins such as Mongols, Afghan, Persians, Arabs and then
Sindhi, Punjabi, Pathan and so on.After the partition Pakistan favored its national identity as one
closely tied to Islam. Its culture, tradition, and manners are highly influenced by the dominant
religion in the country
Events that threatened the identity of Pakistan:
The Shia/Sunni crisis at the time of partition was the first of all. But luckily at that
time, the crisis was pragmatically resolved by Quaid-e-Azam, so it was buried in a
hatchet at that time but later on it burst up from different grounds.



● The second case of identity crisis in the chronology is the crisis of East and West 
Pakistan. At the time of inception, Pakistan inherited East and West Pakistan 
with one and four provinces respectively. Population of East Pakistan alone was 
more than that of the total population of the four provinces of West Pakistan. The 
seeds of identity crisis were sown with the ‘language controversy’, where by Urdu 
was declared as the national language of Pakistan while Urdu was the influencing 
language only in West Pakistan. This language controversy and some other 
strategies which lead to the deprived feelings among the natives of East Pakistan 
and the ultimate consequence was an identity crisis in the form of separation of 
East Pakistan in 1971.



● Secondly the attempt to amalgamate all the provinces in a single unit created further 
hostility among the ethnic groups as they wanted to maintain their ‘distinct’ ethnic 
identity. Rather than bringing the people under an umbrella of a unifying national 
identity that of a ‘Pakistani’, these attempts brought the ethnic divide and also led to the 
independence of East Bengal indicating the lost identity.

● Constitution is the base of any new born state but in case of Pakistan this base couldn’t 
be established even after about a decade of the inception of Pakistan. So when there was 
no base for people, the process of identity development started very late.

● The political system of a nation is the index of its identity. Unluckily, in this regard we 
have not been so fortunate. Almost all the politicians have out shown the ability of 
delicate attainment of their personal or group benefits.



● Part played by social injustice in the development of identity crisis is not negligible. At 
the time of partition millions of Muslims migrated, leaving their valuables and 
properties.This gave the opportunity to some people to attain the acquisition of these 
massive properties. Such people latterly, enslaved some others in order to become 
‘jagirdars’, and hence appeared the identity crisis in the form of ‘feudalism’, making 
people to forget the ideological agenda under which Pakistan was emerged.



Role of Leaders in shaping the identity:

General Zia ul-Haq was one of the leaders who was strongly in favor of establishing a strong 
Islamic government.Under his governance as a military leader, Islamist groups were supported 
and sponsored by the state to extend their influence to local and domestic politics. . Zia’s purpose 
was “the survival and development of Pakistan. He maximized the power of religious groups and 
leaders in the administration without any compromising superior status of military.Mass media 
was controlled by the state. The primary role of the media was teaching of Islam and promote its 
ideology. Through media, the government intended to reform its cultural and traditional 
institutions and involve Islamization traditions and customs. 

Pakistanis identity was also threatened in the era of Musharaf. Musharaf desired a modern and 
liberal Pakistan like Turkey, where religion is considered a personal matter of an individual. 
Under the  vision of enlightened  moderation, he tried to promote liberal values, presented a soft 
image of Pakistan at the international level, redefined the role and status of women that is based 
on the western ideology, tried to alter the Blasphemy Law, liberalize the electronic media, 
introduced educational reforms and  produced  new “Wave of  Modernization” in Pakistan which 
portrays the west.



● In order to not associate themselves with their former Indus Valley and Indian past,
Pakistani historians have tried to link the country to the Middle East.

● This attempt of reinvention of our culture has put us into a crisis. Who really are we?
● Historians reject Indian influence as it would contradict the idea of Pakistan itself.
● There is a strong war between liberal and religious ideologies which further creates a 

cultural war
● On a micro level, the caste system contributes to the identity crisis. Families such as 

Rajpoots, Sheikhs, Jutts etc have their own customs and traditions.
● There is no one ideology that the country follows. 
● Western ideals hinder the youth from conforming to “traditional” teachings.
● Sectarian violence 

Pakistan’s Current Identity Crisis



● Another problem that we face is the glorification of political parties
● Our identity is linked to powerful figures that cater to certain ethnic groups present within the

state
● This political indoctrination creates a positive perception in order to control the masses
● Pakistan suffers from identity politics. Each region spreads propaganda by preaching loaded

terms that appeal to the public’s emotions. (Justice, equality etc)
● Different ethnic groups follow leaders from their own ethnic group eg two divisions of MQM

in Sindh. The Sindhis vs the Muhajirs.
● The Muhajirs were given special treatment and have destroyed the cultural and linguistic

identity of Sindh. (They blame Punjab for monopolizing the army)
● Although leaders preach the two nation theory, they themselves contradict it by having

created this divide among provinces
● Continued divide between Pathans, Pashtuns, Sindhis and Balochis

Political Propaganda



Women and the identity crisis
● With the rise of feminism in Pakistan, women continue to struggle with their identity as well.
● In a country where patriarchy has been well established, a place where religious scholars like Junaid

Jamshed could simultaneously profit off of women as a fashion designer, could also come onto a talk show
and preach rules set for them.

● The clash between white feminism and traditional society is confusing women and their sense of self.
(Bullying and labels such as misogynist)

● Male dominance comes from biased religious views and that further creates a rift in women's personalities.
Who should they listen to, if they listen at all?

● “with women as symbols of community/male honor and upholders of "cultural values", and most crucially,
with their role as biological reproducers of religious and ethnic groups”. (Ritu Menon “Do we have a
country?”)

● There is a clear distinction between “good” and “bad” feminists. Women who opt for rights outside of
Pakistan’s spiritual norms are considered bad. Women should not be “coarse, loud, vulgar,
quarrelsome, devoid of superior moral sense, sexually promiscuous,” writes historian Partha
Chatterjee (Colonialism, Nationalism and Colonised Women: The contest in India)

● Hypocrisy in how women are treated (prostitutes, servants etc) Class
system



Filling the vacuum;

● “Pakistan is a perfect breeding lab to promote Turkish and Ottoman influence. Its identity crisis
and strong desire to sever its Indian roots compels it to look towards its west for historic
linkages”. - Abilash Halappanavar (Medium)

● After Imran Khan promoted the show Resurrection: Ertugrul in a speech in April 2020, it seems that
Pakistan is further struggling to find its identity.

● As our identity is being redefined once again in a religious context, Khan expressed "I want our children
and youth to know what the difference is about our culture," Khan told reporters in April. "It also has
romance, history. [The show] has Islamic values."

● Most of the viewers were Pakistani men. The first 150 dubbed episodes that came out on PTV were seen
by over 56 million viewers.

● According to an FCC distinguished professor Pervez Hoodbhoy, Pakistan has "cultural vacuum coupled
with incomplete identity formation." He sees the prime minister's promotion of such programs as part of an
effort being made "to fill this void with characters alien to this land."

● At the same time, despite the western influences, the general public of Pakistan oppose the western
lifestyle of current Turkey residents.



Ertugrul Gazi statue 
erected in Maraghzar 
Colony Block P 
Marghzar Housing 
Scheme, Lahore, 
Punjab. (June, 2020)



Conclusion 
Unemployment, inflation, and poverty etc are not only contributing in social imbalances but because of these 
factors, a common man is not able to find the basis of his identity.

The identity of a nation is its image, and our image today is ‘a tree whose roots have been cut’. This situation is 
actually showing our lost identity. We have become much concerned about our outer look but we have forgotten 
the basis on which we have to develop our inner self. If this process keeps on going with the same velocity, the 
time is not far when the existence of our identity will vanish.

It is very crucial to have a breach of the peace against identity crisis. In this regard the most important step is 
identity education. The identity education should be provided at educational institutions as well as in temporarily 
organized seminars (seminars should be accessible for general public). Identity education will not work till we 
present a difference between different cultures. Media censorship should also be there in order to lessen the 
possible damages of cultural war. Media should also spread the knowledge of values among the common men. 
And last but not least we all should play our part to improve our religious image at international level. In this 
connection we can spread the true essence of our religion which is peace.



Thank You!


